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We show that the mesoscopic incommensurate Z2 vortex crystals proposed for layered triangular anisotropic
magnets can be most saliently identified by two distinctive signatures in dynamical spin response experiments:
the presence of pseudo-Goldstone phononlike modes at low frequencies ω, associated with the collective
vibrations of the vortex cores, and a characteristic multiscattered intensity profile at higher ω, arising from a
large number of Bragg reflections and magnon band gaps. These are direct fingerprints of the large vortex sizes
and magnetic unit cells and the solitonic spin profile around the vortex cores.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, a significant experimental and theoretical effort
has been devoted to the understanding of correlated electron
systems with 4d and 5d transition-metal ions (such as Ru3+
and Ir4+), characterized by effective Jeff = 1/2 pseudospins,
edge-sharing oxygen octahedra, and tricoordinated lattice ge-
ometries [1–6]. Owing to the strong interplay of spin-orbit
coupling, crystal field, and electronic correlations, these sys-
tems show a remarkable range of unconventional phases
[2–5,7–12], including the renowned quantum spin liquids,
possibly realized in α-RuCl3 [13–18], the counter-rotating
incommensurate spirals realized in the layered honeycomb
α-Li2IrO3 and its three-dimensional (3D) analogs β- and
γ -Li2IrO3 [19–26], and a variety of complex multisublattice,
single- and multi-Q phases predicted under a magnetic field
[27–29].
The basic ingredient overarching the low-energy descrip-
tions of such systems is the presence of a bond-dependent
anisotropic exchange, with the so-called Kitaev interactions
[1,30] being the most prominent. As the bond dependence
stems from spin-orbit coupling, such interactions are not
limited to tricoordinated lattices, but may also appear in other
geometries, including the common frustrated geometries of
the triangular, kagome, pyrochlore, and hyperkagome lattices
[31–41]. In such lattices, the synergy of bond-dependent
anisotropy and geometric frustration opens up the possibility
for novel cooperative phases even when the anisotropy is
not the dominant interaction, as in the above tricoordinated
systems.
Already the introduction of an infinitesimal Kitaev
anisotropy K in one of the simplest frustrated geometries,
the triangular lattice [Fig. 1(a)], highlights the prolificacy
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of this synergy [33]: The three-sublattice 120◦ order of the
triangular Heisenberg antiferromagnet (HAF) is immediately
unstable under K , giving way to incommensurate crystals of
Z2 vortices of mesoscopic size [Figs. 1(c)–1(f)]—see also
Refs. [5,34–38,41]. Such vortices have been known [42] to
be present in triangular HAFs as topological excitations,
but here the bond-dependent anisotropy condenses them in
the ground state via a commensurate-incommensurate (C-IC)
nucleation mechanism [43–46]. This is akin to the formation
of magnetic domains [43], Abrikosov vortices [47–49], blue
phases in cholesteric liquid crystals [50], skyrmions in chiral
helimagnets [51–58], and other systems [59–63]. Anisotropic
antiferromagnets with hexagonal symmetry provide, there-
fore, a fertile ground for novel incommensurate phases with
topological, particlelike properties.
While the prospect of realizing the Z2 vortex phase re-
mains currently open (see Sec. VI below), here we explore
the collective spin dynamics in this phase and demonstrate
numerically how its presence can be most saliently identified
in dynamical spectroscopic probes. To this end, we construct a
large family of Z2 vortex crystals (Z2VC’s), for both positive
and negative Kitaev anisotropy—with magnetic unit cell sizes
extending up to 2028 spin sites—and perform a semiclassical
1/S expansion to extract the magnon spectrum, the associated
spin dynamical structure factors (DSFs) Sαβ (Q, ω) (for all
relative polarizations α, β = {x, y, z}), and the corresponding
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) intensity I(Q, ω).
The results close to the C-IC transition mirror two of the
most distinctive features of the Z2VC phase, the large size
of the vortices and their particlelike nature. Conceptually,
both of these features stem from the C-IC nature of the
transition from the “parent” 120◦ state [33]. The vortex size
is large close to the transition because the vortices play the
role of “discommensurations” of the parent state, and their
relative distance must diverge when we recover that state. This
manifests in I(Q, ω) by a distinguished multifragmentation
of the parent magnon bands, arising from a high density of
Bragg reflections.
The particlelike character of the vortices manifests at low
frequencies ω via the presence of intense pseudo-Goldstone
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FIG. 1. (a) Triangular lattice with three types of bonds, xx (red), yy (blue), and zz (green), along with the 120◦ order with the three
sublattices, A, B, and C. (b) Parameter space of the JK model, along with the stability region (shaded) of the Z2VC phase, ψ ∈ [tan−1(−1/2),
π/2]. Blue dots depict the parameter points (and corresponding optimal crystals) analyzed in this study. (c) The spin pattern of the optimal
Z2VC stabilized at ψ = tan−1(−0.34), for which d = 7, Nm = 196. T1 and T2 are the translation vectors of the superlattice. (d)–(f) Separate
spin patterns on sublattices A, B, and C. The color indicates the dominant spin projection onto one of the four 〈111〉 symmetry axes [[111]
(red), [1¯1¯1] (green), [¯11¯1] (blue), [¯1¯11] (magenta)], and onto one of the three 〈100〉 axes (gray). The spin texture associated with one vortex is
highlighted by bold arrows. (g) Lattice Brillouin zone (BZ, outer hexagon) and magnetic BZ (inner hexagon, not to scale).
modes. These modes are associated with collective vibrations
of the vortex cores around their equilibrium positions, and
are thus analogous to phonons in crystals. Their appearance
attests to the nonlinear character of the spin profile around
the cores. As shown in Ref. [33], the vortices arise by a
special intertwining of three honeycomb superstructures of
ferromagnetic (FM) domains [one for each sublattice of the
parent 120◦ phase; see Figs. 1(d)–1(f)], and this arrangement
gives rise to abrupt, solitonlike modulations around the vortex
cores. As demonstrated below [Fig. 2(a)], the ground state
energy landscape (as a function of the core positions) flattens
significantly as we approach the C-IC transition, revealing a
weak interparticle potential at large distances. The pseudo-
Goldstone modes (which are otherwise gapped out by the
lattice cutoff) are thus a manifestation of the nonlinear spin
profiles of the cores.
The paper is organized as follows. We begin with the
definition of the model (Sec. II), a brief review of the main
features of the Z2VC’s (Sec. III), and the iterative variational
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FIG. 2. (a) Energy per site vs d for K/J = −0.34 (red), −0.29
(blue), and −0.22 (green). (b) Evolution of the spin gap  with ψ .
method used to obtain optimal crystals for given model pa-
rameters (Sec. IV). Our results for the collective spin dynam-
ics and the corresponding predictions for the inelastic neutron
scattering intensity are presented in Sec. V. A brief outlook
is given in Sec. VI, while auxiliary information and technical
details are relegated to Appendixes A–D.
II. MODEL
The Hamiltonian of the Heisenberg-Kitaev or JK model
[1] on the triangular lattice reads
H =
∑
〈i j〉
(
J Si · S j + K Sγi ji Sγi jj
)
. (1)
Here, 〈i j〉 denotes nearest-neighbor lattice sites, Si and S j are
pseudospin-1/2 degrees of freedom, and J and K denote the
Heisenberg and Kitaev exchange parameter, respectively. The
component γi j is given by
γi j = x, y, or z, (2)
depending on whether 〈i j〉 belongs to the xx, yy, or zz type
of bonds [see Fig. 1(a)]. The lattice plane is (111), and the
vectors a, b, and c shown in Fig. 1(a) point along z − x,
x − y, and y − z, respectively. In what follows we use the
parametrization J = cos ψ and K = sin ψ and restrict our-
selves to the stability region ψ ∈ [tan−1(−1/2), π/2] of the
vortex phase [shaded in Fig. 1(b)] [33,34]. We also set the
lattice parameter a = 1.
The ground state of the HAF point (ψ = 0) of the JK
model [Eq. (1)] is the well-known 120◦, three-sublattice
coplanar order [64], whose order parameter is that of a rigid
rotator, i.e., SO(3). Classical analysis [33] shows that the 120◦
pattern is immediately unstable under an infinitesimal Kitaev
interaction, giving way to a nontrivial, long-distance twisting
of the SO(3) order parameter in both directions of the lattice
plane, leading to localized Z2 vortices (see also Refs. [5,34]).
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TABLE I. The two types of magnetic unit cells depending on the period d and the sign of K . Spanning vector T1 and T2, their mapping
from one sublattice to another, and number Nm of spins in each magnetic unit cell.
sgn(K ) Condition on d Sublattice mapping T1 T2 Nm
K < 0 mod (d, 3) = 1 (A, B,C) → (C, A, B) 2d a 2d b 4 d2
otherwise (A, B,C) → (A, B,C) 2d (a − c) 2d (b − c) 12 d2
K > 0 mod (d, 3) = 2 (A, B,C) → (B,C, A) 2d a 2d b 4 d2
otherwise (A, B,C) → (A, B,C) 2d (a − c) 2d (b − c) 12 d2
The cores of the vortices form a triangular superstructure
whose period d (the distance between the vortex cores) is
determined by the competition between the Kitaev exchange
K and the Heisenberg exchange J . For small |K|/J , d ∝
J/|K|, i.e., the distance between vortex cores goes to infinity
at the HAF point, and the transition between the 120◦ order
and the Z2VC phase is of the C-IC nucleation type [43–46].
III. MAIN ASPECTS OF THE Z2VC PHASE
Let us recall the main features of the Z2VC phase [33].
First, the cores of the vortices are defects of the 120◦ state,
as they are associated with a finite FM canting and a reduced
vector chirality. This means that the cores cost Heisenberg en-
ergy. However, the Kitaev energy around the cores is negative,
which is why having cores is energetically favorable.
Second, the distance d between the cores [Fig. 1(c)] and
the size of the vortices are infinite at ψ = 0 (HAF point),
and decrease monotonously as we depart from this point. The
minimum values of d are reached at the phase boundaries
with the neighboring phases at tan ψ = −1/2 (d = 1) and
ψ = π/2 (d = 2). The magnetic unit cell containsNm = 4d2
or Nm = 12d2 spins, depending, respectively, on whether the
translation vectors of the state, T1 and T2 [see Fig. 1(c)],
map spins from one type of sublattice to another or not [65]
(see the detailed discussion in Sec. IV and Table I).
Third, the anatomy of the Z2VC can be best understood by
visualizing separately the spins in the three sublattices of the
120◦ state [see Figs. 1(d)–1(f)]. In contrast to the 120◦ state,
where all spins of a given sublattice are parallel to each other,
forming a single FM domain of infinite size, here the spins of
a given sublattice form a hexagonal superstructure of FM do-
mains. The Z2 vortices then arise by the special way the three
sublattice superstructures are intertwined with each other. In
particular, the center of a FM domain in one sublattice (say,
A) coincides with vertices of the hexagonal superstructures in
the other two sublattices (B and C). Therefore, as we trace a
closed loop around the center of a FM domain of A, the spins
of A remain roughly parallel along the loop, whereas the spins
of B and C complete a 2π rotation, leading to a Z2 vortex [see
the bold arrows in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)]. The precise way the
2π rotation happens is related to the special role of the [111]
and [100] directions (see the color coding of Figs. 1(d)–1(f)
and the detailed discussion in Ref. [33]).
Finally, the Z2VC state preserves the discrete threefold
rotation symmetry of the model. As we show below, this
gives rise to three pairs of pseudo-Goldstone modes which
are related to each other by threefold rotations. These modes
track the first harmonic Bragg peaks in the static spin structure
factor [33,34]. Namely, they emanate from the corners of the
BZ as we depart from the HAF point, and move towards the
	 point for K > 0, or the M points for K < 0 (see Figs. 4
and 5 below).
IV. OPTIMAL CRYSTALS AND VARIATIONAL
MINIMIZATION METHOD
For each given ψ inside the stability region of the Z2VC
phase, the optimal value of d can be obtained by the
variational energy minimization scheme outlined in Ref. [33].
In this approach, one exploits the fact that the Z2VC’s
consist of three honeycomb superstructures of ferromagnetic
domains, one for each of the three sublattices (A, B, and C)
of the HAF point. The majority of spins within each FM
domain point along a specific direction in spin space, which
happens to be one of the four 〈111〉 axes. We therefore begin
by constructing, for each given ψ , an initial state consisting of
perfect FM domains (where all spins in the domain are parallel
to each other and along the respective 〈111〉 axis) with a size
that corresponds to a fixed choice of d . Next, upon a random
sampling, we sequentially rotate spins in the direction of their
local mean fields. After a certain number of samplings, the
system converges to a Z2VC and the corresponding energy
per site E0(d )/N is extracted. This procedure is repeated for a
series of different FM domain wall sizes, corresponding to dif-
ferent choices of d (and always using appropriate clusters with
periodic boundary conditions that accommodate the given
superstructure). The resulting energies per site E0(d )/N are
then plotted as a function of d and one identifies the optimal
crystal with the one associated with the minimum energy.
Three examples were shown in Fig. 2(a), for tan ψ = −0.34,
−0.29, and −0.22, for which the minimum energies per site
are reached at d = 7, 10, and 19, respectively. Following these
steps we construct a large set of optimal crystals [see the
blue dots in Fig. 1(b)], with d extending from 1 (tan ψ =
−0.42, Nm = 4 spins in the magnetic unit cell) to d = 19
(tan ψ = −0.22,Nm = 1444) for negative K , and from d = 2
(tan ψ = 4, Nm = 16) to d = 13 (tan ψ = 0.46, Nm = 2028)
for positive K .
V. DYNAMICAL FINGERPRINTS OF THE Z2VC PHASE
The collective spin dynamics can now be studied, for
each of these optimal crystals, using a numerical implemen-
tation of the Holstein-Primakoff transformation, followed by
a generalized Bogoliubov transformation, and a numerical
diagonalization that delivers the Nm magnon bands in the
magnetic BZ. This is then used for the evaluation of
Sαβ (Q, ω) =
∫
dt e−iωt 〈Sα (−Q, 0)Sβ (Q, t )〉, (3)
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FIG. 3. Linear spin-wave branches along the symmetry path 	 → My → K′ → 	 of the lattice BZ, computed for tan ψ = 4 (a), 0.586 (b),
0.502 (c), 0 (d), −0.25 (e), −0.29 (10), −0.34 (g), and −0.42 (h). Only the lowest 20 branches are shown here when Nm > 20.
where S(Q, t ) is the Fourier transform of the total spin with Q
in the first BZ of the lattice, and
I(Q, ω) ∝
∑
αβ
(δαβ − QαQβ/Q2)Sαβ (Q, ω) (4)
(for further technical details, see Appendix B).
A. Linear spin-wave (LSW) expansion
Figure 3 shows the LSW dispersions for eight represen-
tative optimal Z2VC’s. The spectra are first obtained in the
magnetic BZ and then plotted in the repeated scheme, along
special symmetry directions in the lattice Brillouin zone (see
the hexagons in Fig. 6). Figure 3(d) shows the familiar result
for the 120◦ order of the pure HAF (ψ = 0), which can
actually be considered as a Z2VC state with d = ∞ [66].
As we gradually move away from the HAF point, the size
of the Z2 vortex becomes finite but still remains very large.
Recall that the size of magnetic unit cell is Nm = 4d2 or
12d2, depending on the orientation of the spanning vectors of
the superlattice (see above). This explains the large number
of Nm magnon bands that are visible in Fig. 3, except for
Figs. 3(d) and 3(h). The figure also shows the band gaps
between neighboring magnon bands, which result from Bragg
reflections of the spin waves off the boundaries of the large
magnetic unit cells. This high density of Bragg reflections
and magnon band gaps is responsible for the multifragmented
scattering profile announced above.
B. Spin dynamical structure factors (DSFs)
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the diagonal components
Sxx(Q, ω), Syy(Q, ω), and Szz(Q, ω) for two representative
optimal crystals with large d , one at tan ψ = 0.502 (d = 11,
Nm = 484) and the other at tan ψ = −0.34 (d = 7, Nm =
196). First of all, it can be clearly seen that the three diagonal
components are indeed related to each other by the threefold
symmetry. Second, the overall shape of the DSF at intermedi-
ate and high ω (i.e., far enough from the corners of the lattice
BZ) follows very roughly the shape of the three magnon bands
of the DSF of the parent 120◦ order (see Fig. 3(d) and the
top panels in Fig. 5, as well as Ref. [66]). Equivalently, the
unfolded (in the lattice BZ) Nm magnon bands of the Z2VC
follow roughly the overall shape of the three “parent bands.”
This is due to the fact that the magnon wavelengths in this part
of the spectrum can be significantly smaller than the distance
d between vortices, and the short-distance fluctuations are still
governed by the Heisenberg exchange. Despite this rough sim-
ilarity, the huge number of Bragg reflections and associated
band gaps (resulting from the large magnetic unit cell) give
rise to a qualitatively different DSF, with only a small portion
of the bands standing out and an otherwise smeared out and
multifragmented response.
The most intense modes in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) appear at
low ω, close to the corners of the BZ, where the magnon
wavelengths become comparable to the distance d between
vortices. These intense modes are the collective, pseudo-
Goldstone modes mentioned above, associated with the rigid
vibrations of the vortex cores around their equilibrium posi-
tions. There are three (±Q) pairs of such phononlike modes
013002-4
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FIG. 4. DSF Sxx (Q, ω), Syy(Q, ω), Szz(Q, ω) computed for (a) tan ψ = 0.502 and (b) tan ψ = −0.34 along K → 	 → K′ and K →
M → K′ high-symmetry paths (insets, red lines), respectively. Yellow crosses show the positions of the first harmonic peaks of the static spin
structure factor. The color scale runs from “blue” corresponding to the minimum intensity to “red” corresponding to the maximum intensity,
and it is independently normalized for each plot.
[one for each diagonal component of Sαα (Q, ω)], and their
positions coincide with those of the first harmonics of the
static structure factor [33,34] (see the yellow crosses in the
insets of Fig. 4). All in all, Fig. 4 therefore demonstrates
the two most salient dynamical fingerprints of the Z2VC
phase in the vicinity of the C-IC transition, the large vortex
size and their particlelike character.
C. Evolution of the spectra with K/J
We now proceed to elucidate the way these features evolve
as we move deeper into the Z2VC phase, and the vortices
become smaller in size. To this end, we consider a series
of eight representative Z2VC’s with decreasing d , four for
K > 0 [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b), d = {13, 10, 5, 2}] and four for
FIG. 5. INS intensities along a high-symmetry path in the first BZ (	 → K → My → K′ → 	) defined in Fig. 1(g) for eight representative
Z2VC states, where K  0 in (a) and K  0 in (c). Shifting of the minima is marked by the red dotted lines. The dispersion at HAF point is
also given for comparison. (b) INS intensities along the line where these minima Oi, Pi (P4 coincides with My) in (a) are residing. The relative
position of these lines in the BZ are shown in the top panel of (b).
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K < 0 [Fig. 5(c), d = {19, 9, 2, 1}]; for results on many more
representative states, see Appendix D. Figure 5 shows the
associated I(Q, ω), along with the intensity of the HAF
point (top panels, d = ∞). The rough resemblance mentioned
above, between the overall shape of the response with that
of the parent state, persists down to d = 5 and Nm = 100
for K > 0, and down to d = 2 and Nm = 48 for K < 0.
For smaller vortex sizes new features appear, such as the
distinctively rich pattern for tan ψ = 4 [Fig. 5(a), bottom]
which is characteristic of strong Kitaev physics (see also
below), and the two-band picture for tan ψ = −0.42, which
is characteristic of the neighboring F˜M state [33,34].
Turning to the evolution of the phononlike modes, these
must track the positions of the first harmonic Bragg peaks, as
mentioned above. This is illustrated by the red dashed lines in
Figs. 5(a) and 5(c). For K > 0 [Fig. 5(a)], one of the phonon-
like modes traces the path K→O1 →O2 → O3 → O4,
while for K < 0 [Fig. 5(c)] the phononlike mode shown goes
from K → My, and similarly for the remaining modes related
by threefold rotations.
In addition to the phononlike modes, we also find a second
intense low-ω mode. For K > 0, this is shown by the dashed
yellow line in Fig. 5(a) and is elucidated further in Fig. 5(b).
This mode traces the path K → P1 → P2 →P3 →My,
and is a precursor of an accidental, classical ground state
degeneracy present at the Kitaev point (ψ = π/2) [33]. This
degeneracy is subextensive and manifests in the Fourier trans-
form of the classical energy with lines of minima joining the
M points of the BZ (e.g., the line Mx → My). This is illus-
trated in Fig. 5(b) which shows the intensity along special hor-
izontal cuts [Fig. 5(b), top] parallel to O1P1 (tan ψ = 0.46),
O2P2 (tan ψ = 0.561), O3P3 (tan ψ = 0.93), and O4 → My
(tan ψ = 4). The intensities along these cuts show the devel-
opment of an almost flat mode, which should ideally become
completely flat at ψ = π/2 (Kitaev point). While quantum
fluctuations eventually remove this degeneracy [32], the al-
most flat precursor of this physics away from the Kitaev point
could still be observable.
D. Evolution of the spin gap with K/J
The presence of exchange anisotropy and the fact that
there is no continuous translational symmetry implies that the
crystallization of Z2 vortices into a superlattice comes with
a finite spin gap . This is demonstrated in Fig. 2(b), which
shows the evolution of  vs ψ for 17 optimal crystals. The
gap is indeed finite everywhere inside the Z2VC phase. Its
behavior is nonmonotonic and asymmetric with respect to the
sign of K (it is significantly larger for K < 0 than for K > 0).
The softening of the gap in the vicinity of the C-IC transition
(ψ = 0) is in accord with the flattening of the ground state
energy landscape [see the scale in the vertical axis of Fig. 2(a)]
and the recovery of the true Goldstone mode at the HAF
point.
Of particular interest is the region above ψ = 0.25π ,
which shows not only a softening of the spin gap itself
[Fig. 2(b)], but also a significant accumulation of low-ω
spectral weight [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)], reflecting the incipient
frustrated Kitaev point. Strong quantum fluctuations may thus
render this region susceptible to new collective physics that
goes beyond our semiclassical analysis (see, e.g., the recent
study [67] and Refs. [36,38]).
VI. DISCUSSION
The prediction [33] that the coplanar 120◦ order of tri-
angular Heisenberg antiferromagnets becomes immediately
unstable under an infinitesimal Kitaev anisotropy, giving
way to mesoscopic Z2 vortex crystals, has triggered a
significant interest in the community [5,34–38,41,67], and
remains to be explored and verified experimentally. At
present, materials that have been discussed in this context,
including the iridate Ba3IrTi2O9 [34,35,68,69], the mixed-
valence iridate Ba3InIr2O9 [70], and the rare-earth compound
YbMgGaO4 (YMGO) [67,71,72], suffer either from intrinsic
disorder and impurities or additional complex anisotropic
interactions [5].
The Z2 vortex crystals can be detected by small-angle
neutron or x-ray scattering methods, in analogy to one-
dimensional (1D) soliton lattices in modulated antiferromag-
nets (such as Ba2CuGe2O7 [73]) or skyrmion lattices in chiral
ferromagnetic helimagnets (such as MnSi [53] or Cu2OSeO3
[74]). Furthermore, the strongly inhomogeneous magnetiza-
tion profile near the defected cores of the Z2 vortices would
give rise to characteristic static hyperfine field distributions,
which could be probed by NMR or muon spin rotation (μSR).
In this work, we have demonstrated that the Z2 vortex
crystals can also be diagnosed in dynamical spectroscopic ex-
periments in a more direct way. We have shown, in particular,
that the collective spin dynamics of Z2 vortex crystals bears
two of their most characteristic properties, the large vortex
size and the nonlinear, particlelike nature of their defected
cores. These show up with a characteristic multifragmented
intensity profile at intermediate and high frequencies and a
set of intense, fully fledged phononlike modes at low fre-
quencies. While certain aspects will be modified in higher
orders of the 1/S expansion (for example, the characteristic
high-frequency intensity profile will be further modified by
the effect of the magnon decays which are known to be present
for noncollinear magnetic orders [75,76]), the main qualitative
predictions can be used as “smoking guns” for Z2 vortex
crystals in appropriate materials.
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APPENDIXES
In these Appendixes we provide auxiliary information and
technical details on the magnetic unit cells of the Z2VC
superstructures (Appendix A), the computation of the linear
spin-wave spectra (Appendix B), the computation of the DSF
and the INS intensities (Appendix C), as well as the INS
profiles for a series of sixteen Z2VC’s (Appendix D).
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FIG. 6. Optimal Z2VC’s for (a) tan ψ = −0.31 (d = 9) and (b) tan ψ = −0.34 (d = 7). The hexagons on the right show the first lattice
Brillouin zone (BZ, outer hexagon) and the magnetic Brillouin zone (inner hexagon, not in scale).
APPENDIX A: MAGNETIC UNIT CELLS
To perform the semiclassical 1/S expansion one needs to
deduce the magnetic unit cell for each optimal Z2VC super-
structure. It turns out that the spanning vectors, T1 and T2, of
the magnetic unit cell are of two possible types, depending on
the value of d and the sign of the Kitaev interaction K . In the
first type [Fig. 6(a)], the spanning vectors connect the centers
of the domains belonging to the same sublattice, i.e., they
connect (A, B,C) → (A, B,C). This type of the magnetic unit
cell enclosesNm = 12 d2 spins. In the second type [Fig. 6(b)],
which was overlooked in Ref. [33], the spanning vectors
connect one sublattice to another [(A, B,C) → (B,C, A) for
K > 0 and (A, B,C) → (C, A, B) for K < 0]. This type of
magnetic unit cell has Nm = 4 d2 spins. The conditions for d
and K that give the two different types of magnetic unit cells,
along with the associated spanning vectors and number of
spinsNm in the magnetic unit cell, are summarized in Table I.
APPENDIX B: LINEAR SPIN-WAVE (LSW) ANALYSIS
In order to study the collective spin dynamics on top of
a given optimal Z2VC, we must first relabel the spin sites
i → (R, μ), where R = n1T1 + n2T2 is the position of the
magnetic unit cell (n1 and n2 are integers), and μ = 1 −Nm is
the sublattice index inside the magnetic unit cell. Accordingly,
we rewrite the spin Si and its physical position ri as
Si → SR,μ and ri = R + ρμ, (B1)
respectively, where ρμ is the sublattice vector associated to
the μth sublattice. The Hamiltonian is then written as
H = 1
2
∑
R
Nm∑
μ=1
Nm∑
ν=1
STR,μ ·Jμν · SR+tμν ,ν, (B2)
where
STR,μ =
(
SxR,μ, S
y
R,μ, S
z
R,μ
)
, (B3)
tμν is a primitive translation of the superlattice such that the
spins at sites i = (R, μ) and j = (R + tμν, ν) interact with
each other via Jμν , and
Jμν =
{J, if (R + ρμ) − (R + tμν + ρν ) = ±,
0, otherwise,
(B4)
where  ∈ {a, b, c} and
Ja =
⎛⎝J 0 00 J + K 0
0 0 J
⎞⎠, Jb =
⎛⎝J 0 00 J 0
0 0 J + K
⎞⎠,
Jc =
⎛⎝J + K 0 00 J 0
0 0 J
⎞⎠ (B5)
(see Fig. 1). Next, for each site i = (R, μ), we introduce local
reference frames
{˜xi, y˜i, z˜i} (B6)
such that z˜i coincides with the direction of spin Si in the
classical ground state. The spin is then rotated into this local
frame of reference by a unitary rotation matrix Uμ,
S˜R,μ = Uμ · SR,μ. (B7)
The matrix Uμ can be constructed using the polar and az-
imuthal angles (θμ, φμ) associated with the direction of the
spin in the classical ground state,
Uμ =
⎛⎝cos θμ cos φμ cos θμ sin φμ − sin θμ− sin φμ cos φμ 0
sin θμ cos φμ sin θμ sin φμ cos θμ
⎞⎠. (B8)
Plugging into the Hamiltonian gives
H =
∑
R
∑
μν
S˜TR,μ · Tμν · S˜R+tμν ,ν, (B9)
where Tμν = 12UμJμνU−1ν . Next, we perform a Holstein-
Primakoff transformation [77], and rewrite the spin operators
S˜xR,μ, S˜
y
R,μ, and S˜
z
R,μ in terms of bosonic creation and annihi-
lation operators a†R,μ and aR,μ to lowest order as
S˜xR,μ ≈
√
S
2
(aR,μ + a†R,μ), S˜yR,μ ≈ −i
√
S
2
(aR,μ − a†R,μ),
S˜zR,μ = S − a†R,μaR,μ . (B10)
Then the Hamiltonian can be expanded in powers of 1/
√
S,
H = H0 +H1 +H2 + O(S1/2), (B11)
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where the zeroth-order term
H0 = S2
∑
R
∑
μν
T(3,3)μν (B12)
represents the classical energy Ecl, the first-order term
H1 =
√
1
2
S3/2
∑
R
∑
μν
[(T(1,3)μν − iT(2,3)μν )aR,μ + H.c.] (B13)
vanishes because we expand around the classical ground state,
and the second-order term is
H2 = S2
∑
R
∑
μν
{ fμν aR,μaR+tμν ,ν + f ∗μν a†R,μa†R+tμν ,ν
+ gμν aR,μa†R+tμν ,ν + g∗μν a†R,μaR+tμν ,ν
− 2[T(3,3)μν a†R,μaR,μ + T(3,3)μν a†R+tμν ,νaR+tμν ,ν]}, (B14)
where
fμν = T(1,1)μν − iT(1,2)μν − iT(2,1)μν − T(2,2)μν ,
gμν = T(1,1)μν + iT(1,2)μν − iT(2,1)μν + T(2,2)μν . (B15)
Using Fourier transform (where q belongs to the magnetic
BZ)
aR,μ = 1√Nm
∑
q
eiq·(R+ρμ )aμ,q, (B16)
defining δμν = (R + ρμ) − (R + tμν + ρν ), and symmetriz-
ing with respect to q → −q, we obtain
H2 = Ecl/S +
∑
q
∑
μν
S
4
H2,q,μν, (B17)
where
H2,q,μν = fμν
[
eiq·δμν aμ,qaν,−q + e−iq·δμν aμ,−qaν,q
]+ H.c.
+ gμν
[
eiq·δμν a†ν,qaμ,q + e−iq·δμν aμ,−qa†ν,−q
]+ H.c.
− 2T(3,3)μν
[
aμ,−qa†μ,−q + a†μ,qaμ,q + aν,−qa†ν,−q
+ a†ν,qaν,q
]
, (B18)
or in matrix form
H2 = Ecl/S +
∑
q
x†q · Hq · xq, (B19)
where xq = (a1,q, . . . , aNm,q, a†1,−q, . . . , a†Nm,−q)
T
, and Hq is
a (2Nm) × (2Nm) matrix. The diagonalization of Hq involves
introducing a new set of Bogoliubov quasiparticle operators
[78,79],
yq =
(
b1,q, . . . , bNm,q , b
†
1,−q, . . . , b
†
Nm,−q
)T
, (B20)
obtained from xq by a unitary canonical transformation
xq = Tq · yq. The transformation must be such that the new
bosons satisfy the bosonic commutation relation which, in
terms of Tq, gives the condition Tq† · g · Tq = g, where g =
diag(I,−I) and I is a Nm ×Nm unitary matrix. The matrix
Tq can then be found by solving the eigenvalue equation (in
matrix form) [79]
(g · Hq) · Tq = Tq · (g · q), (B21)
where q = Tq†HqTq = diag(ωq,−ωq), and ωq is a diago-
nal matrix within elements {ω1,q, ω2,q, . . . , ωNm,q}.
APPENDIX C: DYNAMICAL STRUCTURE FACTOR (DSF)
AND INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING
(INS) INTENSITY
The DSF Sαβ (Q, ω) is given by the Fourier transform of
the spin-spin correlations
Sαβ (Q, ω) =
∑
μν
∫
dt e−iωt
〈
Sαμ(−Q, 0)Sβν (Q, t )
〉
=
∑
μν
∫
dt e−iωt
〈[
1√Nm
∑
R
eiQ·(R+ρμ )SαR,μ(0)
]
×
[
1√Nm
∑
R′
e−iQ·(R
′+ρν )SβR′,ν (t )
]〉
, (C1)
where the αth component of the spin on the sublattice μ is
given by
SαR,μ =
√
S
2
ξαμaR,μ +
√
S
2
ξα
∗
μ a
†
R,μ + λαμ(S − a†R,μaR,μ),
(C2)
and ξαμ = [U−1μ ]α,1 − i[U−1μ ]α,2, λαμ = [U−1μ ]α,3. Note that the
third term in SαR,μ can be dropped when calculating the DSF
since this term only describes the reduction of the static
ordered moment due to magnon population.
The Fourier transform of the spin component is given by
Sαμ(−Q, 0) =
1√Nm
√
S
2
∑
R
eiQ·(R+ρμ )
× [ξαμaR,μ(0) + ξα∗μ a†R,μ(0)]
=
√
S
2
eiτ·ρμ
[
ξαμaμ,−k(0) + ξα
∗
μ a
†
μ,k(0)
]
, (C3)
where we used the relation Q = k + τ, where Q is the mo-
mentum transfer, k is a wave vector inside the first magnetic
BZ, and τ = n1G1 + n2G2 is a primitive vector of the recip-
rocal lattice of the superstructure, which satisfies eiτ·R = 1 for
all R. Then the DSF becomes
Sαβ (Q, ω) = S
2
∫
dt e−iωt
〈
x†k(0) ·
(
Vα†τ Vβτ
) · xk(t )〉, (C4)
where Vατ is a vector array of coefficients given by
Vατ =
(
e−iτ·r1ξα1 , . . . , e
−iτ·rNm ξαNm , e
−iτ·r1ξα
∗
1 , . . . , e
−iτ·rNm ξα
∗
Nm
)
.
(C5)
Using the Bogoliubov transformation, we then obtain
Sαβ (Q, ω) = S
2
∫
dt e−iωt
〈
y†k(0) · Lαβk,τ · yk(t )
〉
, (C6)
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where the correlation functions of the bosonic quasiparticles
are determined by
〈b†γ ,k(0)bγ ′,k′ (t )〉 = δγ γ ′ δkk′ n(ωγ ,k )e−iωγ ,kt ,
〈bγ ,k(0)b†γ ′,k′ (t )〉 = δγ γ ′ δkk′[1 + n(ωγ ,k )]eiωγ ,kt , (C7)
where n(ωγ ,k ) = [eh¯ωγ ,k/(kBT ) − 1]−1 is the Bose factor at tem-
perature T . At T = 0, we therefore end up with
Sαβ (Q, ω) = S
2
∫
dt e−iωt
Nm∑
γ=1
eiωγ ,−kt
[
Lαβk,τ
]
γ+Nm,γ+Nm
=πS
Nm∑
γ=1
[
Lαβk,τ
]
γ+Nm,γ+Nmδ(ω − ωγ ,−k ). (C8)
Finally, the INS intensity I(Q, ω) is given by the expres-
sion [80]
I(Q, ω) ∝
∑
α,β
(
δαβ − Q
αQβ
Q2
)
Sαβ (Q, ω). (C9)
APPENDIX D: REPRESENTATIVE INS PROFILES
Figure 7 shows the evolution of the INS intensity I(Q, ω)
for 16 representative Z2VC’s, as we depart away from the
Heisenberg point (ψ = 0) for both positive [Fig. 7(c)] and
negative Kitaev interactions [Fig. 7(d)]. The intensity profiles
are shown along special symmetry directions in momentum
space [see Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)]. The shift of the positions of
the phononlike modes is highlighted by a red dashed curve.
These modes follow the positions of the static structure factor.
For K > 0, the positions move from the corner of the BZ K
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
FIG. 7. The evolution of INS intensities for various Z2VCs realized at positive (c) and negative (d) values of ψ shown along the high-
symmetry path shown in (a) and (b).
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towards the 	 point, whereas for K < 0 they move along the
directions K → M. The yellow dashed line in Fig. 7(c) shows
the accumulation of low-ω spectral weight as we approach the
frustrated Kitaev point (ψ = π/2) (see main text).
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